
VILLAGE OF DOWNERS GROVE 
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

 
VILLAGE HALL COMMITTEE ROOM 

801 BURLINGTON AVENUE 
 

February 23, 2022 
7:00 P.M. 

 
 
 

1. Call to Order 

2. Roll Call 

3. Approval of Minutes – January 26th, 2022 

4. New Business 

a. 21-ZBA-0002: a petition seeking a zoning exception to horizontally 
extend a non-conforming wall.  The property is currently zoned R-3, 
Residential Detached House 3. The property is located on the west side of 
Cornell Avenue, approximately 600 feet south of Prairie Avenue, 
commonly known as 4908 Cornell Avenue (PIN 09-07-106-031). David 
and Sarah Diehl, Petitioner and Owner. 

5. Adjournment 

 
THIS TENTATIVE REGULAR AGENDA MAY BE SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
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VILLAGE OF DOWNERS GROVE 

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS MINUTES 
January 26, 2022 

 
 
CALL TO ORDER: 
 
Chairperson (Ch.) Peter Foernssler called the meeting to order at 7:00 PM. 
 
ROLL CALL: 
AYE:  Ms. Eberhardt, Mr. Frost, Mr. Maier, Mr. Schwartzers, Ch. Foernssler 
  A quorum was established. 
 
Staff:  Jason Zawila, Planning Manager 
  Gabriella Baldassari, Development Planner 
 
Also Present: Jason Lindahl, 3810 Candlewood Drive, Downers Grove 
  Samantha Cozzo, 3810 Candlewood Drive, Downers Grove  
  Connor Cavanaugh, 1091 Black Oak Drive, Downers Grove 
  Kris Bochat, 1161 Candlewood Drive, Downers Grove 
  Keith Chada, 1100 Black Oak Drive, Downers Grove 
   
    
 
MEETING PROCEDURES: 
 
Ch. Foernssler asked those in attendance to silence their phones for the duration of the meeting. He 
reviewed the procedures to be followed during the public hearing, noting that there was one petition 
extension before the Board for consideration.  

 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES – August 25, 2021 
 
A Motion was made by Mr. Maier, seconded by Ms. Eberhardt to accept the minutes as 
presented.  
 
Ch. Foernssler called for a Voice Vote. The Motion carried 5:0. 
 
 

******************* 
 
A request to grant a variation for 22-ZBA-0001, an after-the-fact variation to permit a sports 
court to remain in the street yard, where they are not permitted, per Section 28.14.100.B of the 
Municipal Code. The property is located on the west side of Candlewood Drive approximately 
250 feet south of the intersection of Candlewood Drive and Black Oak Drive, Commonly 
known as 3810 Candlewood Drive (PIN 06-32-304-022). Jason Lindahl and Samantha Cozzo, 
Owners. Jason Lindahl, petitioner.  
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Staff Presentation: 
 
Gabriella Baldassari, Development Planner, stated that this request was for a sports court variation 
for 3810 Candlewood, 22-ZBA-0001, identified the location of the property on the screen, and said 
that the after the fact variation means the ice rink is already there. She shared the plat of survey and 
showed the location of the sports court in both street yards. An excerpt from Inside DG was shared 
to illustrate the consistent implementation of the determination that ice rinks are considered sports 
courts and are not allowed in street yards. The existing ice rink is located within two street yards. 
Ms. Baldassari shared pictures of the existing ice rink, and detailed the timeline of enforcement 
activities that had been taken against the property owner regarding this ice rink. Code enforcement 
has been working to get the ice rink removed since November 16, 2021. She shared the standards of 
approval that would need to be met for a variation to be supported, and stated that they were not met, 
siting potential safety, neighborhood character, property values, and the possibility of setting a 
precedent. She added that neighborhood comment since the staff report was published was mixed, 
and the new comments were provide on the dioses. Based on the standards, staff did not support 
approval of the petition.  
 
Mr. Maier asked for a review of the difference between exceptions and variations.  Jason Zawila, 
Planning Manager, said that the set of standards of approval is different for exceptions and 
variations.  
 
Ch. Foernssler asked what the flyer shown was from. Ms. Baldassari stated it is an Inside DG article 
from 2019. This is a quarterly publication issued to all residents.  
 
Petitioner’s Statement: 
 
Jason Lindahl, petitioner, said his family with five kids always wanted an ice rink. He asked for 
permission to keep the ice rink in its current location this year because of a significant slope in the 
backyard and to keep their kids active during Covid. In the future, he would move the rink to a 
different location slightly to the west.   Mr. Lindahl said that the storage pod and heater mentioned in 
the neighborhood comment section of the staff report was no longer there. The hardship is covid, and 
he didn’t want to disappoint his kids, so he left the rink up. The corner lot is different from others 
because of the impossibly sloped back yard. The kids do not play while pedestrians walk by. It is 
important to have something to do outside. This is a unique situation because of the impossible slope 
in the backyard, and variations could be issued only in cases of impossible slopes. The rink couldn’t 
go where the trampoline is. The yard isn’t somewhat sloped but impossibly sloped. This will not 
impair air. The sidewalk will stay clear of ice and it is no different from someone else’s snowy 
sidewalk. This is only necessary when slopes are impossible.  Mr. Lindahl detailed numerous 
messages of support from neighbors.  
 
Ch. Foernssler called for any comments from the public.  
 
Connor Cavanaugh, 1901 Black Oak Drive, stated that the neighborhood is a proud one and the 
petitioner hadn’t been there long enough to know the rules. He said that the property is unique, and 
that the ZBA should look inward to permit this. It is outlandish to state the ice rink is unsafe, and 
parents not paying attention to their kids might result in kids falling on the ice. He added that this is 
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the character of the neighborhood and that the Granato family would have supported this. This will 
only be eye sores here and there and look into the faces of your own children.  
 
Kris Bochat, 1161 Candlewood Drive, said he lives in the neighborhood and is a dog walker. This is 
a well-built structure and other neighbors have water flowing toward the front yard which is against 
ordinance. Some sidewalks in the area have not been repaired. He is not concerned about the ice 
rink. There is a lot to pick on in the neighborhood. Many kids in the neighborhood are excited about 
this and it is closer than Doerhoefer Park. Doerhoefer Park is red tagged often. There are extenuating 
circumstances here, it is expensive to mitigate extreme slopes. The street yard is a questionable 
location but it is the only possible spot and it is a benefit to the neighborhood.  
 
Keith Chada, 1101 Black Oak Drive, said he is proud of the petitioner for making a professional rink 
and  he likes to see the kids outside playing, which nobody sees anymore.  It is clean, and it is a 
blessing, and would be temporary. 
 
Mr. Lindahl said he understands rules are necessary and he is only asking for the change in the case 
of his impossible slope. This is important in the Covid era. 
 
Mr. Frost asked if there was a smaller ice rink that could be installed in the back yard. Mr. Lindahl 
said it was impossible to put it in the backyard. 
 
Mr. Maier asked how many degrees the slope is. Mr. Lindahl said he did not know but that it is 
significant.  Mr. Maier further inquired what due diligence they did when they bought the house, 
given that they wanted to build the ice rink.  Mr. Lindahl said he wasn’t sure if he would install one 
at the time.   Lastly, Mr. Maier inquired if he did any investigation into this. Mr. Lindahl said he 
heard he didn’t need a permit so he didn’t explore it further.  
 
Ms. Eberhardt asked why he didn’t explore it further, did he call the Village at all? Mr. Lindahl said 
no.  Ms. Eberhardt clarified that he did not call the Village but invested how much?  Mr. Lindahl 
said it was up to $2500 to $3000 without the water bill. 
 
Mr. Zawila clarified that there are requirements even if a permit is not required. The purpose of 
providing the newsletter was to show that there is consistency in this interpretation, not to say that 
the owner would have received this notice. He also added that residents have installed ice rinks in 
the street yard in past years, and have removed them upon learning that this was not allowed.  
 
Mr. Lindahl said he was not asking for all corner street yards to have ice rinks, and a vote against 
this means no ice rink for his family.  
 
Mr. Schwartzers asked if a variation could be applied just to one season.  Mr. Zawila said that if the 
motion was to approve this, staff would recommend it would just be for the current year.  
 
Mr. Schwartzers asked what other types of sports courts there were.  Mr. Zawila said staff had seen 
basketball, tennis, and pickleball courts and that these required permits because they were 
permanent.  Mr. Schwartzers asked if there were any clarifications to define the intensity of slopes.   
Mr. Zawila said no. 
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There being no further comments, Ch. Foernssler closed the public portion of the meeting to Board 
deliberations on a voice vote.  
 
Deliberation: 
 
Ms. Eberhardt said she loved the professional rink and understood the homeowner spent a lot of 
money on it, and that kids are enjoying it, but it is not the place of the board to look at these issues, 
but rather the standards of approval. She elaborated that a corner yard and a sloped yard are not 
unique situations.  
 
Mr. Maier said it was clear there were emotions on both sides, but that is why there are zoning 
codes. 
 
Ms. Eberhardt said she is surprised by this request as it shows a disregard for the rules. It is in 
noncompliance. This could set a precedent for others to ignore the rules, then call for a hearing to get 
special permission. 
 
Mr. Frost added that they had the rink up in November, they could have tried to move it or comply 
earlier. 
 
Mr. Schwartzers asked if the board should take into consideration hardships of kids since Covid is 
going on.  Mr. Zawila said that a hardship is defined by the nine standards listed in the staff report, 
and confirmed this checklist was made prior to Covid.  
 
Ms. Eberhardt said the hardship was brought on by the homeowner. This could have been prevented.  
 
Mr. Frost said there were emotions on both sides. This is not the only outdoor activity available to 
kids.  
 
Ch. Foernssler said he felt that yes, this is considered a sports court, so they wouldn’t be allowed. He 
understands everybody’s feelings, but we have zoning ordinances and are trying to create 
consistency. Approving this could set a precedent.  
 
There being no further deliberation, Ch. Foernssler called for a motion.  
 
A Motion was made by Mr. Maier seconded by Ms. Eberhardt that based on the petitioner’s 
submittal and analysis presented by staff, the Zoning Board of Appeals approves staff’s 
recommendation to deny the variance request.  
 
AYE:  Mr. Maier, Ms. Eberhardt, Mr. Frost, Mr. Schwartzers, Ch. Foernssler 
NAYS: None 
 
The Motion to approve carried unanimously, 5:0:0. 
 

••••••••••••••••••••••• 
 

Mr. Zawila stated there was a meeting scheduled for next month.  
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Adjournment 
 
Ch. Foernssler adjourned the meeting by voice vote at 7:57 PM. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Community Development Staff 
(Transcribed from mp3 recording)  
 



VILLAGE OF DOWNERS GROVE 
REPORT FOR THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

FEBRUARY 23, 2022 AGENDA 
 

 
SUBJECT:                                              TYPE:                                      SUBMITTED BY: 
 
 
22-ZBA-0002 
4908 Cornell Avenue 

 
 

 
Zoning Exception 

 
 
Gabriella Baldassari 
Development Planner 

 
REQUEST 
The petitioner is seeking a horizontal zoning exception to allow a 10 foot wall extension on an existing house to 
be 5.2 feet from the south property line, where a 6 foot setback is required per Section 28.2.030 of the Zoning 
Ordinance. 
 
NOTICE 
The application has been filed in conformance with applicable procedural and public notice requirements. 
 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
OWNER/ PETITIONER:  David and Sarah Diehl 

   4908 Cornell Avenue 
   Downers Grove, IL 60515 

 
PROPERTY INFORMATION 
 

EXISTING ZONING: R-3, Residential Detached House 3 
EXISTING LAND USE: Single Family Detached House 
PROPERTY SIZE: 13,194 square feet (0.3 acres) 
PINS:   09-07-106-031 

 
SURROUNDING ZONING AND LAND USES 

  ZONING     FUTURE LAND USE 
NORTH: R-3, Residential Detached House 3  Single Family Residential 
SOUTH: R-3, Residential Detached House 3  Single Family Residential 
EAST: R-3, Residential Detached House 3  Single Family Residential 
WEST: R-3, Residential Detached House 3  Single Family Residential 

ANALYSIS 
 
SUBMITTALS 
This report is based on the following documents, which are on file with the Department of Community 
Development and attached to the report as noted: 
 

1. Location Map  
2. Plat of Survey 
3. Site Plan  
4. Floor Plans  
5. Elevations  
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6. Project Summary/Narrative  
 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
The petitioner is requesting a zoning exception to horizontally extend a one story section of an existing 
house located within the required interior setback. The existing northern wall measures at a length of 67.19 
feet. The petitioner is requesting to extend the wall 10 feet to the west to be used as an expanded master 
bedroom as part of an overall home renovation. The property is located along the west side of Cornell 
Avenue, approximately 600 feet south of Prairie Avenue, and is zoned R-3, Residential Detached House 3.   
 
The existing single family home is considered a legal non-conforming structure as it was lawfully 
constructed, but has been deemed non-conforming due to Zoning Ordinance revisions. The northernmost 
wall of the house is setback 5.2 feet from the north property line where a 6 foot interior yard setback is 
required per Sections 2.030 and 14.100.A of the Zoning Ordinance.  The petitioner is requesting a zoning 
exception to allow for the proposed improvements to be constructed as part of the overall home renovation.   
 
The proposed addition will not abut further into the encroachment. The extension includes newly proposed 
windows which will be on the rear of the home and will not directly overlook an abutting lot. The exterior 
material of the proposed addition allows for a cohesive design throughout the entire exterior of the home 
and will be compatible with neighboring single family properties. Aside from the current legal non-
conforming interior yard setback, the new addition will meet all requirements within the Zoning Ordinance. 
 
ANALYSIS 
Exception from the Zoning Ordinance, Horizontal extension of existing walls in one required setback 
As noted above, the petitioner is requesting an exception from the required interior yard setback to extend 
a primary structure wall 10 feet where it is prohibited per Section 28.2.030 of the Zoning Ordinance. To 
grant the exception, standards for the Zoning Exception in Section 28.12.080.G, and the nonconforming 
structure alterations criteria in Section 28.11.040.C.2 of the Zoning Ordinance, must be met. 
 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
The petitioner has outlined the request in the attached narrative letter and supplemental documents. The 
petitioner will further address the proposal and justification to support the requested exception to the Zoning 
Board of Appeals at the public hearing.   

Section 28.12.080.G Standards and Review Criteria 
Zoning Exceptions require evaluation per Section 12.080 of the Zoning Ordinance, Standards and Review 
Criteria: “Zoning exceptions may be approved by the zoning board of appeals only when the board 
determines that any specific standards associated with the authorized zoning exception and the following 
general approval criteria have been met:”   
 
(1) The exception is consistent with all relevant purpose and intent statements of this zoning ordinance 

and general purpose and intent of the comprehensive plan. 
The purpose of the Zoning Ordinance (Section 28.1.060) is to protect and promote the public health, 
safety and general welfare and implement the policies and goals of the comprehensive plan. The 
proposed extension will not cause harm to the health, safety and general welfare of the community or 
immediate neighborhood. Additionally, the proposed addition advances the goals of the Comprehensive 
Plan which includes re-investment in the current housing stock and encourages a variety of housing 
types, sizes and prices. This standard is met. 

 
(2) The exception will not have substantial or undue adverse effect on adjacent properties, character of 

the area, or public health, safety and general welfare.   
The proposed extension will not have an adverse impact on adjacent properties, the character of the 
area, or public health, safety and welfare. The proposed horizontal extension meets all other bulk 
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requirements of the Zoning Ordinance. The proposed addition will not have any windows overlooking 
the adjacent neighbor’s property. The addition will complement the character of the area. This standard 
is met. 
 

(3) The exception will be constructed so as not to dominate the immediate vicinity or to interfere with 
the use and development of neighboring properties in accordance with district regulations. 
The extension will match the existing southern building wall and continue the existing structure 
horizontally. The window additions on the proposed expansion do not face an abutting lot occupied by 
a detached house. The scale of the proposed addition is consistent with the surrounding homes in the 
vicinity, and with the exception of the requested relief item, meets the bulk requirements of the Zoning 
Ordinance. This standard is met. 
 

(4) The exception demonstrates high-quality design and uses construction materials and colors that are 
compatible with other structures on the property and other properties in the vicinity. 
The proposed addition will be constructed of typical residential construction materials. The overall 
renovation and exterior improvements will lead to a cohesive high-quality design. The structure is 
compatible with other nearby single family residential properties. This standard is met. 
 

(5) Adverse impacts resulting from the exception will be mitigated to the maximum extent feasible. 
While the petitioner has included windows on the western wall of addition, the proposed windows will 
face the rear yard of the subject property thus minimizing the adverse impacts of the addition. The north 
façade within the 6 foot interior setback will not include windows facing the abutting property. The 
proposed addition meets all other bulk requirements of the R-3 zoning district and mitigates any 
impacts to the maximum extent. This standard is met. 

 
Section 28.11.040.C.2 Alterations and Expansions 
Additionally, extending an existing building wall located within a required setback requires conformance 
with Section 28.11.040.C.2 of the Zoning Ordinance, which states that “a structure with a nonconforming 
setback may not be expanded horizontally or vertically within the required setback area, except that the 
zoning board of appeals may approve either a horizontal or vertical extension of the non-conforming 
exterior walls of a detached house in accordance with the zoning exception procedures of Section 
28.12.080.  In order to approve such horizontal or vertical extension, the zoning board of appeals must find 
that all of the following criteria have been met”: 
 
a) The extended wall will comply with all other applicable lot and building regulations (other than the 

nonconforming setback). 
The proposed addition will comply with all other applicable lot and building regulations as identified 
in Section 28.2.030 of the Zoning Ordinance. This standard is met. 

 
b) The extension will not obstruct farther into the required setback than the existing exterior building 

wall and will not extend the horizontal length of the nonconforming building wall more than 15% 
of its existing length. 
The proposed setback for the expansion will remain 5.2 feet from the north property line. The horizontal 
expansion proposed is 10 feet in length, which is 14.88% of the existing length of 67.19 feet. This 
standard is met.   

 
c) The horizontal or vertical wall extension does not include windows that allow views onto an abutting 

lot occupied by a detached house. 
Windows are proposed on the extension to west side of the house, and the windows face the rear yard 
of the property and will not abut a detached house. This standard is met.  
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d) The appearance of the expansion will be compatible with the adjacent property and neighborhood. 
The proposed appearance will be compatible with the surrounding homes in the immediate vicinity and 
neighborhood. This standard is met.  

 
e) The expansion will not be detrimental to the existing character of development in the immediate 

neighborhood or endanger the public health, safety, or general welfare. 
The proposed expansion will not have an adverse impact on adjacent properties, the character of the 
area, or public health, safety and welfare. The proposed extension will meet all other bulk requirements 
of the Zoning Ordinance.  The proposed horizontal extension is compatible with the existing residential 
neighborhood and the addition will complement the character of the area. This standard is met. 
 

 
RECOMMENDATION 
 

Based on the analysis above, staff believes the standards and criteria for granting the horizontal exception 
has been met. Staff recommends approval of the requested exception subject to the following conditions: 
 

1. The horizontal wall exception shall substantially conform to the staff report and architectural 
drawings prepared by Vera Rice Architects, dated November 10, 2021, except that such plans 
may be modified to conform to the Village codes and ordinances. 

 
Staff Report Approved By: 

 
     

Stanley J. Popovich, AICP 
Director of Community Development 
 
SP:gb 
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Staff Report 
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